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Something outside.
Is it rain, or air,
or the wind of time whistling by?

Oh how fortunate …
to know it goes
history passing each and every generation
lost in time warp unable to know
how invaluable to slow right down
to ensure
that of a deeper love inside can be found -

formed in a life to understand,
love of God as love divine
or as of now, consciousness, quantum, cosmic,
or just love encircling waiting for each to wake
to their own truth, history wise -

form newly invented ideas,
thoughts as creatively peaceful –
no more wars
and people, politicians and corporate giants’ deceit;
no more carnival events
propping up our illusion - that all is ever so sweet.

                     ------ ------
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Love you see

                             is in the air we breathe
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But in what we carefully take in
is a choice to own, reflect and see …
is it valid,
or of the dark of a historic event or two,
or maybe three or even four.

Without a review

how can we become clear
if it is more about our own life history of events
and in how to wake and look once again
to know how easy to then adjust,
give us time to learn, that of a love and trust -
to know that in our life, goodness and clarity exist;
to know of a future plan;
to know of a guidance guiding advice is at hand;
to know that of a love, a union within exists
as thoughts and ideas for us,
to be informed inwardly,
to have a mind, a brain to service regularly,

clear the dark and clear the past of hatred and hurt;
to clear the loss from a repeatedly patterned illness track;
to clear the debris of a generation gone by
failure, loss, demise and wars, meaning and purpose lost.

                     ------ ------
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To come and see
within that of a mind, a brain,
God as a form of voice,
from where at first
one does not truly can explain

but in time, caution applied,
seek the answers imperative to assist,
seek the answers to check not follow foolishly.

To settle down and work out why
fear has been a constant ally.
To settle down and question you
about how to learn love is in you.

To come to understand
life is one but two -
one the outer individual,
the other inwardly mind and brain contains,
consciousness
as the air in time, the histories of past and mine
that of a genealogical trail, people part and past gone
but live consciously, actively waiting to be heard
as voice, thoughts in a mind.
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Oh how exceptional
to have the opportunity to address
what is in us
daily trying in thought to assist
and heal, help and deal
so …

no more horror or disdain,
no more loss and constantly complain,
no more arguing with the brain
about love as little and hate as strong,
no more argument
whether we are worthy as a human being,

but love is what
and no need for doubt
otherwise why have an internal voice
trying desperately to reach out and help?

                    ------ ------
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God
God is not a word or two, Biblical or theological.
God is a form of energy, a type of everlasting mystery,
as is the air we breathe.
But what we are, is a seed to grow to develop
and in life undergo many and various types of events
to learn … life on earth is where we can develop love inside
to have as a constant all of those days we live to survive.

God consciousness
God Cosmic, planetary.
God consciousness quantum as universally.
God creator.
God as Nature, Mother Earth.
God as time eventually on earth to learn.
God speaks as in one to another.

God communicates through time
some more so as time reveals
and poets as prophets to us write and contain
how exceptional the life - heart, head and brain
and in thought, if listen, then well then …
the miracle of a birth can then again be known
how precious, sacred and real, life on earth
where each can in time share of that union
head and heart of a mind contain
elements of wisdom time and time over again.
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What is evident is clear …
God a word,
but useless if one is enveloped in fear.
God contains naught you see
because ‘It’, this God
is in the air we are to choose to breathe.

Love is what we need to be.
Love as beautiful experiences
inside as well the outside too.

Love …
as a voice inside to chat,
ask very deep questions as,
where am I at,
but mostly listen quietly to hear
that of a breath,
a voice of time … whistling by.

                     ------ ------
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